CODING GROUP INTERACTION AND GROUP IDENTITY

Interactions (initial and throughout)

Inclusiveness vs. Rejection
Verbal inclusion/rejection
Nonverbal inclusion/rejection
Seek/encouraged other opinions/help
Inclusive by default
Felt excluded
Openly disagreed with other’s ideas

Level of Interaction
Overall level of engagement
Overall level of participation

Valence of Interaction

Level of Interaction
Overall level of engagement
Overall level of participation

Valence of Interaction

Level Awkward Silence
Caused the silence
Broke the silence

Flow of Unique Information
Willingness to share unique info
Encouraged others
Discouraged others

Nature of Sub-groups
Involved in a sub-group

Take Task Seriously
Serious b/c he/she wants to get it done
Serious b/c he/she interested in content
Serious b/c letter is going to Dean

Goal Adoption
Open-mindedness
Task goals
Process goals

Goal Maintenance
Open-mindedness
Task goals
Process goals

Group Identity
Felt part of group
instrumental in creating group identity